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Tropical rain forests in Southeast Asia contain the world s richest resources in terms of biomass and forest structure. Mixed dipterocarp forests and peat swamp forests, in particular, are unique to this part of the world.
The peat swamp forests of Sumatra and Borneo are the forest type least touched by development because of the difficulty of access. But even in these remote areas, a wave of development has reached the interior and various ecological problems have occurred over the past two decades. In this paper, I describe the changing patterns of peat swamp forests in these areas according to my experience on the sites, and propose an alternative, possibly better, type of development based on the concept of eco-resource management.
1) Sumatra, 1978
My first experience in peat swamp forests was in Sumatra in
. During a mangrove sur vey in south Sumatra, I had a chance to see three types of development in the swampy area of the Musi River Basin (Yamada & Sukardjo, ) .
One was the large-scale development of the transmigration project in the major swampy area between Palembang and Sunsang. The project used heavy machinery to dig wide canals for drainage and irrigation.
The original landscapes were totally transformed into ver y flat and devastated areas. At the time, the canals were already experiencing problems, causing the suspension of water flow. The site managers told me they were well aware of the problems, but because it was a government project, no one could stop it. Large-scale development has since proceeded rapidly, changing all the peat swamp forests into cultivated areas. Table . 2) Brunei Forests, 1982-86
Brunei is a small country located on the nor thwestern coast of Borneo island.
Although the area is small, the forests of this country were in fairly good condition because oil and gas production produced enough wealth to spare the forest. As shown in Table , the biomass of peat swamp forest types was as large as that of mixed dipterocarp forests.
(Yamada, )
Because the Alan bunga grow as pure stands, most of these areas became targets for har vesting. The method of har vest, per formed by a contractor from Sarawak, was typical, using a small railway and the sliding sledge system. After cutting one site, the rail was removed and set up again in a neighboring logging site. Suharto, allowing people more free access to logging than ever before. As we conducted surveys in the years from to , we found the effects of these combined factors to be causing the forests to become more and more degraded.
4) The concept of eco-r esour ces: towar ds a harmonious life in the future
Bio-science has become an advanced discipline in recent years, and the term bio-resources has become ver y common. Currently however, the concept does not include the entire ecosystem in which bio-resources live.
A lack of ecosystem understanding and the wide-scale, speedy extraction of these resources have left devastated primary forests in many parts of the world. Obviously, bio-resources will not survive in the absence of suitable environmental conditions in particular ecosystems, but this simple argument has been ignored over the last two decades. If this trend continues, our bio-resources will be seriously threatened with extinction in the near future. ( ) The most highly diversified and rich ecoresources are found in the tropics. As we move toward the polar regions, eco-resources become uniform and show centralized distribution.
I n c o n t r a s t t o t h i s m o d e l o f e x t r a c t i o n
( ) The most fundamental types of eco-resources are found in primary nature, the opposite of which is the city. 
